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Knowledge Transfer Statement:
Behavior is important in dental disease
etiology, so behavioral interventions
are needed for prevention and
treatment. Motivational interviewing
has been proposed as a potentially
useful behavioral intervention for
oral health promotion, but results
from published studies are mixed.
Furthermore, this literature is
immature; basic efficacy research
and innovative applications are still
needed. Although likely not as a standalone intervention, motivational
interviewing may hold promise for
dental public health.
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T

his issue of JDR Clinical and
Translational Research offers results
from 2 randomized trials of motivational interviewing (MI) to prevent early
childhood caries (ECC) in high-risk populations (Batliner et al. 2018; Henshaw
et al. 2018). Despite their high quality,
both studies found MI delivered by a
lay interventionist to produce increased
caregiver knowledge but not changes

in oral health behavior or ECC progression. As the authors suggest, specifically
for reducing ECC rates in high-risk populations, these findings indeed may indicate limited potential for MI applied as
a stand-alone intervention. At the same
time, I argue that the new findings are
not cause for completely abandoning
the application of MI for oral health promotion, generally. Rather, additional
commentary on the state of the field is
prompted, as are important considerations for future research.
Behavior plays a well-documented
and major role in the development and
progression of many dental diseases, so
behavioral interventions are critical for
prevention and/or treatment. Unique
characteristics of MI make it a promising,
patient-centered behavioral intervention
for oral health promotion (McNeil
et al. 2017). An MI approach and skills
can be learned by interventionists with
limited counseling or mental health
experience (e.g., dentists, hygienists,
community health workers). By design,
MI is collaborative and respects patient
autonomy, and patient acceptance of
MI typically is good. A robust literature
suggests MI’s utility for health behavior
change under the right circumstances and
when correctly and adequately delivered.

Batliner and colleagues (2018)
and Henshaw and colleagues (2018)
developed rigorous studies and carried
them out expertly. Even with their many
strengths, these new studies—and the
mixed, albeit small, body of literature
published before them (see Gao et al.
2014 for most recent review)—raise
more questions about MI for oral health
promotion than definitive answers. First,
no known studies have specifically
addressed what “dose” of MI is needed
to produce changes in oral healthrelevant behaviors. The optimal number
and length of MI sessions, as well as
the span of time over which sessions
are delivered, remain to be identified.
Second, no known studies have explicitly
investigated what level of training in MI,
specifically, and counseling, generally,
is necessary to produce clinically
meaningful outcomes when MI is used
for oral health promotion. Likewise,
no known studies have systematically
determined whether interventionists’
profession (e.g., dentist, psychologist,
community health worker) is associated
with success of MI. Third, optimal
timing (e.g., pre- versus postpartum,
adolescence versus adulthood) and target
(e.g., patient versus caregiver) of MI
interventions has not been sufficiently
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investigated in the oral health arena. For
any of these reasons, negative results
of extant studies may be the product of
treatment dilution and/or suboptimal
treatment application.
In addition to addressing the above,
future studies of MI for oral health
promotion should explicitly investigate
demographic, psychological, behavioral,
and environmental moderators and
mediators. Future studies also should
elucidate pathways of change, using
objective (i.e., not self-reported)
measures of oral health behavior;
researchers should prioritize development
of such objective measures, as availability
currently is limited. Determining which
behaviors are necessary and/or sufficient
to improve dental outcomes also is
critical so that MI interventions can target
all essential behaviors. With this key basic
information, we will be more confident
in our assessment of the efficacy of MI
for oral health promotion, be able to
carry out higher quality effectiveness
trials, and have a better understanding
of the feasibility and cost-effectiveness
of using MI to improve oral health at the
community level.
Ultimately, MI may benefit oral health
promotion through more nuanced and
patient-centered implementation. The
behavioral sciences increasingly are being
applied in the personalized medicine
movement. As such, and to maximize
the likelihood of a therapeutic effect, it is
expected that we will learn more about
how best to match behavioral interventions
to patients. For example, MI for oral health
promotion might be indicated only when
motivation is low and/or certain thresholds
of knowledge and skill are met. Similarly,
to ensure/improve efficacy, various formats
may be tailored to different populations
or developed for use when certain
psychological or environmental markers
are present.
Most important, MI may best
serve oral health promotion as a
complement to other theory-based and
empirically supported behavioral or
social interventions. Consistent with
contemporary research, adjunctive MI
may activate engagement in other vital
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behavioral interventions for patients
who alternatively would be unmotivated.
For instance, in my practice as a clinical
health psychologist, I used MI to increase
an adolescent’s readiness to engage in a
contingency management intervention
for orthodontic treatment adherence.
More than just education or goal setting,
the paired intervention/technique should
be rooted in theory and have efficacy
(e.g., rehearsal, restructuring of physical
environment, self-monitoring, shaping).
In this way, 2 interventions operate
in concert; MI decreases ambivalence
about behavior change, and the paired
intervention facilitates that change.
Particularly as a stand-alone
intervention, MI is not a panacea for
dental diseases of complex, multifactorial
etiology (e.g., ECC). For high-risk
populations, there may be barriers to
oral health that are insurmountable with
counseling alone. Thus, as Batliner and
colleagues (2018) and Henshaw and
colleagues (2018) appropriately implore,
the dental research community must
consider innovative approaches to oral
health promotion that are multipronged
and target upstream social determinants.
Such approaches might include MI as
one of many components.
The use of MI as a primary strategy for
ECC prevention in high-risk populations
may be ineffective; however, MI
still holds promise in other settings/
populations, for preventing other
dental diseases, and, most likely, as
an adjunct to other behavioral and/or
social interventions. Substantial need
exists to pursue basic and mechanistic
intervention research on the application
of MI for oral health promotion,
broadly, and to establish best practices.
In carrying out such research, there
is an opportunity to consider how
to modify multiple determinants of
behavior—not just motivation—and to
do so with approaches grounded in
current theory (e.g., Asimakopoulou
and Newton 2014). I am hopeful that
sophisticated applications of behavioral
science, generally, and MI, specifically,
will contribute to population-level
amelioration of dental disease.
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